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Creating value for the public
Paper Abstract
We stand in a rough circle some dozen deep, eagerly anticipating the motor being ‘run up’.
Pump, prime, whine, a blued cough, catch and adjust; the roar settles into that characteristic
crackle of a Merlin. Ignition off – now the silence is deafening.
Pinking cool, the motor triggers spontaneous applause and just beyond my threshold shift I hear
the man with pork sausage arms in suitably accented tones, “Thart ware the motor wot wun the
Battle o’ Britain”.
We can be drawn to and entertained, at times moved, by objects of value in much the same
ways as the fine arts and block-buster exhibitions engage us. But how sites, places and historic
buildings can move us in similar ways seem insufficiently part of the heritage rationale. Is the
appeal of heritage on the wane and what might we learn from public institutions and their
periodic re-inventions?
Lessons of a re-set in the UK are briefly outlined in this paper, as are potential alliances to
broaden the public value of heritage, as well as perceptions of it.
“...preservationists have not done enough to capture, articulate and communicate the value of
what they do...Significance is a great start, but there is much more to do.” [Clark, K. 2014]

